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■How long have you been in Japan?  

I came to Japan in October 2017, and I obtained a Master’s degree in civil 

engineering in September 2019.  Now I’m a doctoral student.  I have lived in 

Japan as a MEXT scholarship student for three and a half years. 
 

 
 

■How are you doing these days? 

Well, I think I can’t talk without referring to the infection spread of the Novel Coronavirus…  If you stay home, you 

may stay safe, but some will be getting bored.  Then many young people seem to start using smartphone or PC 

for a long time for fun.  I think such actions can’t make real satisfaction.  To find real 

satisfaction, you should eat what you want to eat and you should do what you want to do.  

You should spend more time on things you really want to accomplish! 

In my case, what I enjoy is singing, and I want to study Japanese too.  So I translate Thai 

songs into Japanese, and I sing in Japanese!  Singing makes me relaxed and happy.  I 

sometimes go out too, and I enjoy walking around parks nearby and meeting with friends. 

 

■Is there anything you are worried about? 

Yes, of course.  I’m a doctoral student, and I am worried about my study.  I think about my 

research all the time. I study very hard, but sometimes I spend time just watching TV.   I feel 

time allocation is very important.  I want to find the best time allocation for myself. 

 

■Could you recommend some websites, videos, etc., that you 

 enjoy at home?  

I most enjoy Netlix, an online streaming service.  I watch Korean dramas and Japanese 

animation and more.  I recently enjoy “The Uncanny Counter,” a Korean action drama.  
 

■Could you send a message to international students?  

Life is short.  We should use time efficiently.  We must beat the novel coronavirus, for 

our own and for our family.  Keep your dream alive! 

 

 

Have a break 

The 8th Runner 

Mr. キット  

(Thai)  

Let’s Cheer Up! Relay Talk 

If you LOVE talking and writing, here is a 

good place to share:)  Write to us at 

isc2020.talk’ATgmail.com!  (’AT  → ＠)  
Thanks and stay safe! 

*The original text in this page 
 was written in Japanese. 
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